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Abstract:
The main process of inspection in home textile Factory affect greatly the final product, this the effect of this inspection is that all bad products & defecated products will not be seen unless the final product released, & at this stage the cost of maintaining & correct the defected products & re-produce the product will costing the company a lot of money & time. Therefore, the present study aims to Study the effect of multi – inspection processes at different areas, & the effect of these processes on the quality of the final product and to examine the kind of defects resulting from the inspection process and whether final inspection process is enough for avoiding defects & raise the quality of home textile
The significance of the study comes from studying of different ways of in section at different stages & Identifying the advantages & disadvantages of each process & selecting the suitable process in each stage during process, which improve the performance & increase productivity in home textile Factory which reflect export level & develop the economy
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